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Full Roof Aerodynamically
Enhanced Wind and Solar Energy System



Care about Climate change &
understand its sense of Urgency

Upgrade building within EU Government 
Sustainable Building Regulations

Run your building on solar and wind energy
PowerNEST

WE MUST 

WE NEED

WE CAN



EU Goverment Regulations (BENG)
(Nearly Zero Energy Buildings/ Bijna Energie Neutraal Gebouw)

EU’s Paris Agreement: The new energy rulebook is called “Clean Energy for all Europeans” 
providing The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive. This led to the nearly Zero Energy 
Building (nZEB) Regulation called BENG in the Netherlands and Belgium. 

BENG 3 mandatory per 01/01/2021 for all renovation 
and new constructions  

PowerNEST is the ultimate 
combination of solar and 
wind energy 

BENG
BENG 1 Energy requirment

BENG 3 Generate 50% of total Building energy demand by renewables   

BENG 2 Primary fossiel energy use 

Our solution for high-rise buildings can generate
 100 % of your electrical energy use



The full roof PowerNEST system  for medium to high-rise buildings is designed to generate up 
to 6 times more energy compared to the current practice of solar panels on a limited roof space. 
A rooftop structure that contains an integrated and modular solar and wind energy system that 
enhances the wind flow by a Venturi effect and uses solar cooling. The PowerNEST can generate 
all the electric energy needed for up to 14 levels of a residential building, designed for existing 
and new buildings with a flat roof. 

PowerNEST Solution

Significant CO2 Reduction;
Carbon footprint payback time 
less than 2,5 years

Generates renewable 
energy where it  is used

Solution towards energy 
producing buildings and cit ies

Significant energy 
bil l  reduction 

Eligible for energy subsidies

Increase Building Value

Enhancement of building 
architecture

Eligible for LEED or BREAM 
Building cer tif ication 

Adaptable to any building 
with f lat roof

Only solution to meet BENG

Meets EU and International 
Building code 

Bird and bat fr iendly

Climate Regulations

Cost Building 

CO2



- The aerodynamics captures the wind into the 
  PowerNEST structure 
- The venturi effect accelerates the windspeed 
  up to 140 - 160% 
- The wind flow is guided towards a vertical 
  axis turbine multiplying its annual output by 4.
- Wind speed as low as 2 m/s is enough to 
  generate energy with the turbine in an urban 
  environment.
- Turbine generates energy up to 18 m/s
- ‘Survival windspeed’ of 60 m/s
- Noise level aligns with the building code

-  Full utilisation of the roof space, highest 
   efficiency ratio per square meter for energy 
   production. 
-  Wind induced cooling of panels to increase
   efficiency 
-  Bi-facial feature is optimally used due to 
   height of PowerNEST structure
-  Solar hardware to the highest efficiency 
   and quality standards  

-  Shaded roof reduces building cooling 
    demand
-  Customization possibilities in colour and 
   appearance 
-  Modular design integrated with the building 
   shape. 
-  Integration PowerNEST with façade 
   maintenance system

- All year available energy production and 
  consumed at point of use.
- Providing energy at different peak times 
  reducing net-metering dependency
- Lower battery capacity required for energy 
  storage.
- Smart Grid applicable.

Wind turbine

Solar panels

Architectural

Building energy 
management

PowerNEST Solution

Venturi EffectVenturi Effect



Our Existing Clients 
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Klokgebouw 155 
5617AB Eindhoven 
The Netherlands

+31 (0) 85 00 27 583
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PowerNEST Road map 

1. Quick Scan
   (free of charge)

2. Business Case 
   (on request)  

3.Engineering 
  & Design 

4.Contracting

5. Project 
    Management  

6.Delivery 
  & Installation

7.Operation & 
   Maintenance


